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cvp-605/-609 workshop

Yamaha’s Richard Bower explains the basics of making and storing
registrations using the touch-screen of the Clavinova CVP-605/609

Part 9: Registration Memory - The Basics

One  of  the  many  reasons  I  love  Yamaha  instruments  is  the
‘Registration  Memory’.    This  incredibly  creative  feature  allows
a  player  to  save  their  favourite  combinations  of  sounds,  styles
and  little  tweaks,  and  then  recall  that  setting  at  the  touch  of  a
button.    It  makes  the  operation  of  our  instruments  as  easy  as
possible.    This  then  allows  the  player  to  concentrate  on  the
music  and,  hopefully,  to  hit  the  right  notes!    This  month  we'll
look  at  the  basics  of  making  registrations,  and  saving  them.

The Beginnings

Our project today is to make some registrations for the song
‘My Way’.  If it's good enough for Frank, it's good enough for
us.  So, let's start by turning on the Registration Memory
function.  This is done by pressing the ‘HOME’ button on the
panel, and looking at the very top of the screen.  

If the top of the screen is blank (fig.1) tap the triangle in the
very top right hand corner (circled).  This will reveal the
Registration Memory control area (fig.2). 

Making A Setting

Let's make our first registration setting.  I'm going to choose a
style from the POP&ROCK category called ‘Epic Ballad’... so I
press the POP&ROCK style button on the panel, then tap
Pop&Rock Ballad in the screen.  You'll find the ‘Epic Ballad’
style on page 3/5.  Tap Epic Ballad. (Fig.3)

Having chosen the style for my registration I'm just going to
keep the default Concert Grand piano for the melody because
I want to keep things very simple for the start of my song.  I'm
not even going to press the style Syncro Start button yet as I
want to play the first part of the song as a piano solo.  The
CVP605/609’s screen should now look like this (fig.4)

Fig.1: The ‘Home’ screen

Fig.2: Registration - New Bank

Fig.3: Choose the ‘Epic Ballad’ style

Fig.4: The Epic Ballad style and Concert Grand piano are selected.
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The display shows that the Epic Ballad style and Concert
Grand piano have been selected... so let's save this setting as
a registration.  

On the panel, to the right of the screen, you'll find an area of
buttons marked ‘REGISTRATION MEMORY’ (fig.5).  The first of
these buttons is marked ‘MEMORY’.  Be brave... and press it.

When you press the MEMORY button, this screen will appear
(fig.6).

The first time you save a registration to the Registration Memory
it's advisable to check which parts of the instrument will be
stored when the setting is saved.  This is achieved by tapping
the triangle (fig.6 circled) at the base of the message on
screen.  For now, though, ensure that the options marked look
like the illustration in fig. 7.

We'll look at the reasons, and benefits, of changing these
options in a future article but now it's time to save our first
registration setting and we do this by pressing button number
[1] in the Registration Memory area (fig.8).

The LED above the button should turn red and, if you look at
the top of the screen (fig.9), you'll see ‘1 New Regist’ -
indicating that button 1 now contains a new registration.

It’s time now to make a second registration setting...

Press the HOME button (to make sure that all is in order) then
press SYNCRO START in the style section.  

Save this setting by pressing the MEMORY button followed,
this time, by button [2] in Registration Memory.  

Note: You don't need to check the options screen (fig.7) again
because it will remain the same as you left it unless you
physically change the items that are marked.

The LED above button 2 should turn red, and the button
above number 1 should turn green (fig.10).

This indicates that, although button [2] is selected, button [1]
also contains a registration setting.  The unlit LEDs in the
remaining buttons indicate that these locations are empty. 

Fig.5: The Registration Memory buttons

Fig.6: The Registration Memory buttons

Fig.7: Mark the items to be saved to the Registration Memory as illustrated

Fig.8: The Registration Memory buttons

Fig.9: The new registration is confirmed as saved in Registration Memory button 1

Fig.10: Registration Memory button [2] turns red as the registration is saved.  
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To continue making settings, let's copy a setting from the One
Touch Settings into button [3].  To do this, press OTS button 3
and also the Style Variation Main C button (to boost the
accompaniment in line with the bigger sound).  Now press
MEMORY followed by button [3] in the Registration Memory area. 

We’ll choose an organ sound for registration 4.  First though,
press the HOME button (so we’re all starting in the same
place).  Now press the ORGAN button on the right hand side
of the panel and follow this by by tapping ‘Organ Flutes’ on
the screen and selecting ‘Euro Perc.’ (fig.12).  

I chose the Style Variation B to go with this setting and then
pressed MEMORY followed by Registration Memory button [4]
to save the registration.

For the final registration let’s copy another One Touch Setting.
This time press OTS4 and set the accompaniment to Style
Variation D.  This gives a big sound for the melody combined
with a really strong accompaniment that's perfect for a
crescendo at the end of the song.  Save this by pressing
MEMORY followed by Registration Memory button [5]. 

Saving Our Settings

So, that's our masterpiece finished - or is it?  Before the five
registrations we’ve created are truly ‘safe’ we need to save all
five as a ‘bank’ within the instrument’s memory.  This is really
easy to do on the Clavinova CVP605/CVP609 models.

Press the HOME button again to bring you back to the main
screen.  From there, simply tap ‘Regist’ at the very top right of

the screen to show the page illustrated below.  Then look for
the SAVE BANK icon at the bottom left of the screen (fig.13).  

When you tap this another similar page is displayed (fig.14)

Tap ‘Save Here’ (fig.14 circled) to call up a QWERTY keyboard
(fig.15) with which you can give a name to the registration
bank you’ve created.

Initially it may have ‘New Bank’ in the name area.  If so, press and
hold the ‘Delete’ button (circled) to clear ‘New Bank’ - then enter
the name you’ve chosen for your Registration Bank instead.
Tap OK at the bottom of the page and your work is saved! 

To call up this Registration Memory bank again in future tap
‘Regist’ at the very top of the screen, then choose the
Registration Bank you require from the list displayed - and
press the HOME button. 
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Fig.11: Registration 3 holds a mixture of Ballad Strings along with the Epic Ballad style

Fig.12: The Euro Perc organ voice is in the Organ Flutes category.

Fig.13: Tap the USB icon at the bottom of the Registration Bank Select page

Fig.14: Tap the USB icon at the bottom of the Registration Bank Select page

Fig.15: Delete any unwanted name from the text area and enter a new one. 


